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RŽsumŽ Ñ Progr•s rŽcents dans la simulation des Žcoulements dans les injecteurs haute pression ˆ
swirl Ñ LÕinjecteur est un des ŽlŽments clŽs dans la conception des moteurs essence ˆ injection directe. La
modŽlisation de lÕŽcoulement dans lÕinjecteur guide la conception de la gŽomŽtrie interne. Dans une premi•re
partie, les aspects de cette modŽlisation seront soulevŽs, ˆ savoir, lÕŽcoulement transitoire en dŽbut et fin dÕinjection, ainsi que la prŽdiction des caractŽristiques du carburant ˆ la sortie de lÕinjecteur qui va conditionner les
caractŽristiques du spray. Dans une deuxi•me partie, nous Žvoquerons les thŽories dÕinstabilitŽs ˆ lÕorigine de la
formation des sprays, ainsi que lÕapproche employŽe pour prŽdire les caractŽristiques des gouttes gŽnŽrŽes.
Mots-clŽs : injecteurs, swirl, modŽlisation, spray.

Abstract Ñ Recent Developments in Simulations of Internal Flows in High Pressure Swirl Injectors Ñ As far
as design of direct injection spark ignited engine is concerned, the fuel injector is a key component for success.
Internal flow simulation is the best adapted tool for the design of the internal geometry of the injector. First,
simulations of the internal flow will be discussed, especially transient stages of an injection event as well as the
prediction of the fuel characteristics at the nozzle exit. Second, a coupling between internal flow calculations
and instability model in order to predict initial spray characteristics will be suggested.
Keywords: Injector, Swirl, Modeling, Spray.

INTRODUCTION
Direct injection stratified charged (DISC) engine is actually
recognized to be the best adapted in order to reduce both Nox
emissions and fuel consumption in maintaining good engine
performance. A correct achievement of this concept can be
reached in combining lean combustion, improvement of
thermodynamical output with increased compression ratio
and reduced pumping loss.
In order to obtain a stratified charge, and therefore both
globally lean mixture and locally reach mixture, late
injection strategy is used at partial loads. With these
conditions, time for the spray to evaporate is much shorter
than in port fuel injection (PFI) concept. It is the reason why
the spray quality and then the injector appears as a key
factor in DISC engines.
High pressure swirl injectors are recognized to be one of
the best adapted for the direct injection spark ignited engine

because they generally provide a fine and widely dispersed
fuel spray with moderate injection pressure.
Pressure swirl injectors that are extensively used in many
industrial applications consist in inlet ports, a swirl chamber
and a discharge orifice. During the injection process,
pressurized liquid is forced to flow through tangential inlets
into the swirl chamber, rotates in this chamber, and then
emerges from the discharge orifice in the form of a thin
conical sheet due to the creation of an air core inside the
injector.
Many studies on pressure swirl injectors can be found in
the literature [1]. Unfortunately, most of these studies are
experimental and operating conditions are far from the present
application. More precisely, for automotive applications, high
values of injection pressure are necessary and short injection
may be required and therefore unsteady flows have to be
considered also. In this paper, a computational analysis of
transient flows in high pressure swirl injectors is presented.
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Here, we are mostly interested in the temporal evolution of
the emerging fuel that influences strongly the spray quality.
The next step consists in a linear analysis of the
instabilities that are responsible for the breakup of the conical
sheet. This analysis is briefly presented here and practical
results are discussed as well.

instantaneous mass flow rate are directly deduced from these
calculations and the procedure to predict the cone angle and
the sheet thickness will be presented in detail.
1.2 Understanding of the Flow
In steady state operations, swirl atomizers are characterized by
the cone angle q and the discharge coefficient Cd defined by:

1 TRANSIENT FLOWS

Cd =
1.1 Computational Model
The flow that takes place in the atomizer is assumed to be
fully turbulent and therefore the simulation is performed
using the standard k-epsilon model. Figure 1 shows the
classical computational domain and the grid when the needle
that controls the amount of fuel to be discharged is at its
upper position. Here only a quarter of injector is considered
due to the symmetry of the injector.
Pressure boundary conditions are applied at the inlet and
outlet planes. The inlet total pressure equals the fuel rail
pressure (fixed at 70 bar for the simulation) and the relative
outlet pressure equals zero. Cyclic boundary conditions are
fixed at the two periodic planes. The Fire commercial code is
used in this study where the movement of the needle is taken
into account and the flow can be simulated during a complete
injection event. In order to be as close as possible to the
operation of a real injector, needle lift is deduced from
experiments. Figure 2 illustrates the case of a 2 ms pulse
width. Here it has to be kept in mind that the fully closed
position can not be simulated and therefore injection is
assumed to start and end with a small lift of 10 m.
Dynamic calculations allow the prediction of the velocity
field inside the injector as a function of time. Values of the

qm
pr02 2r Pi

(1)

where r0 and Pi are the orifice radius and the pressure
differential respectively.
In Figure 3, classical evolutions of Cd and q as a function
of the injection pressure are reported. This figure is very
helpful in understanding this particular flow and is directly
linked to the characteristics of the fluid emerging from the
nozzle as described by Lefebvre [1] (Fig. 3).
For very low injection pressure, the progression from the
gutation regime (a) to the onion regime (c) passing through
the jet regime (b) can be observed. These three regimes are
characterized by liquid systems having a relative low velocity
which results in a coarse atomization.
Between (a) and (b), Cd decreases because the injection
pressure is not dissipated in friction only, but creates a ÒrealÓ
flow. At (c), Cd decreases slightly, this corresponds to the
appearance of an air core around the axis of the chamber
resulting from a high swirling motion. When Pi continues to
increase, Cd and q reach an asymptotic value and become
independent of the injection pressure: the injector is said to
work in its stable zone. This zone corresponds to the most
effective mode of atomization because a large cone angle and
a fine spray are supplied. This result was experimentally
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corresponds to the discharge of a fuel jet at the orifice
indicating a poorly atomized spray. Moreover, the stable zone
is reached quickly and typically before the fully open position
of the needle. This indicates that, as far as spray quality at the
start of injection is concerned, movement of the needle is not a
dominant parameter.
Although the air core is not taken into account in this
study, an estimation is made possible with the help of the
axial velocity at the orifice. As found in a previous study [4],
a back flow is observed close to the axis of the injector and
the air core is presumed to be located at the zero value of the
axial velocity. Actually an experimental study is developed
in order to validate the computed sheet thickness.
Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of the sheet
thickness at the orifice. At the start of injection, sheet
thickness equals orifice radius indicating that a liquid jet is
discharged at the injector tip. A sharp decrease of the sheet
thickness is observed and finally its asymptotic value is
reached quickly.
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Figure 4
Behavior of the discharged fluid with Pi.
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Temporal evolution of the mass flow rate.
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observed by Doumas et al. [2] and Dombrowski et al. [3]
who observed that Cd and q depend only on the fluid
properties and the injector design only. Typically, a good
swirl injector is characterized by a small Cd (lower than .3)
and a large cone angle in the stable zone. Moreover due to
consideration of energetics, it is preferred to obtain the stable
zone for small values of injection pressure.
In transient operating conditions, the behavior of the flow
is similar to the description of Figures 2 and 3. At the start of
injection, pressure below the sealing point equals zero. Then,
injection pressure increases and the five regimes described
previously are generally observed (Fig. 4). The quality of the
spray resulting from the first four regimes is known to be
undesirable compared to the stable zone.
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Figure 5 illustrates the typical evolution of the relative mass
flow rate (mass flow rate/mass flow rate in steady state
operation) with time. The curve is similar to what was
described about evolution of discharge coefficient with
injection pressure. At the start of injection, a high increase of
relative mass flow rate (qm) is observed. This peak
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Temporal evolution of the sheet thickness.
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Mean axial and azimuthal velocities can be deduced when
mass flow rate and sheet thickness are calculated. Mean axial
velocity W is deduced from a mass conservation equation
and azimuthal velocity V is deduced from the conservation of
the angular momentum with respect to the chamber axis (see
Cousin et al. [5] for details). Figure 7 shows the temporal
evolution of the two mean velocities for the tested injector. It
can be noticed that azimuthal velocity increases quicker than
axial velocity indicating that the swirling flow is obtained
quickly. At the end of injection, the opposite phenomenon is
observed that is to say, when the needle fills up the orifice, W
decreases quicker than V. Then a slight increase of the cone
angle is observed indicating that the spray quality remains
correct. These results have been validated by measuring
temporal evolution of the cone angle as shown in Figure 8.

Velocity (m/s)

Up to now, linear theory is the most useful tool for the
prediction of the characteristics of the unstable perturbation
responsible for the breakup of liquid systems. By solving the
linearized equations of the fluid mechanics on the interfaces
separating the liquid and the gas, it is possible to characterize
all the perturbations that may be present on the interface. Due
to the calculation hypothesis, one can calculate the growth
rate of each perturbation being defined by its wavelength.
Finally due to the exponential growth of perturbation with
time, perturbation that has the maximum growth rate and
called dominant perturbation will be assumed to be the only
responsible for the breakup.

As mentioned in Section 1, during the first stage of an
injection event, a liquid jet is discharged through the orifice.
Then the linear theory is set on cylindrical jet having an axial
velocity component deduced from previous internal flow
simulations. Resolution of this application leads to the value
of the dominant perturbation kmax. By using single mass
balance and by assuming that the jet is breaking each
wavelength, a theoretical drop diameter dG may be calculated:
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2.3 The Conical Sheet
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where r0 is the orifice radius.
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Evolution of calculated and measured cone angles.
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Here, to reproduce the axisymmetry of the conical sheet, the
linear theory is set for an annular liquid sheet with two
components of velocity along the axis and the azimuth, as
was done in a previous investigation [7]. Both the liquid and
the gas are assumed to be incompressible and non viscous.
Because of the two components of velocity, the perturbation,
characterized by one wave number, may develop in both the
axial and the azimuthal direction. The dominant wave that is
assumed to be responsible for the disintegration of the
conical sheet is our main interest here.
To apply this calculation to liquid systems discharged by
pressure swirl atomizers, it is assumed that a conical sheet is
comparable to a series of cylindrical sheets with increasing
internal radius and decreasing thickness. The dominant wave
is found to be the superposition of one axial perturbation of
wave number kmax with an azimuthal perturbation of wave
number n max/a where a is the internal radius of the
disintegrating liquid system.
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Then by using a disintegration scheme similar to the one
suggested by Dombrowski and Hooper [8] for the case of a
flat liquid sheet, a theoretical drop diameter can be
calculated. Based on observations, this disintegration scheme
suggests that the liquid sheet is breaking at each halfwavelength to form ligaments then behave as jets and
disintegrate following a Rayleigh mechanism. By making
simple mass balance, the theoretical drop diameter may be
related to the dominant wave characteristics as well as to the
internal radius a and thickness h of the disintegrating sheet at
the breakup location. It yields :
dG = 3.78

ah
kmax 2 + nmax 2

2.4 Results
Figure 9 gives the temporal evolution of dG during an injection
event (pulse width = 2 ms). One can observe the sharp
decrease of dG at the start of injection due first to increasing
axial velocity of the fuel jet and second to the change of liquid
system geometry (from a jet to a conical sheet).
Comparisons with experimental data are not straightforward
because dG is representative of the initial spray, that is to say
just below the breakup plane. At this location, droplet size
measurements are quite tricky due to the axial variations of the
breakup plane. However for the same operating conditions, the
Sauter mean drop diameter was found equal to 36 m, 1.5 ms
after the start of injection. It has to be noticed that
measurements performed with a PDPA system were located
50 mm downstream the injector tip and breakup location is
estimated to be at 15 mm downstream.

dG (mm)

CONCLUSION
The major conclusions of this work are listed below:
Ð Single phase flow simulation seems to give good results in
terms of mass flow rate and cone angle.
Even if the air core is not taken into account, an approach
is suggested to calculate the sheet thickness at the orifice.
This parameter is fundamental here because it affects
strongly the initial spray characteristics.
Actually, measurements of this thickness are performed
and comparisons between calculations and measurements
will be presented soon.
Ð Transient flow simulations have shown that the swirling
flow is obtained very quickly and typically before the fully
open position of the needle. This indicates that the time
delay for the needle to reach its upper position is not a
critical point for the start of an injection event.
Ð These results have allowed to reduce the mass of non
swirling fuel at the start of an injection event, and therefore
increasing the temporal spray quality. This has been made
possible by modifying the internal geometry of the
injectors.
Ð This paper also shows a method to couple internal flow
simulations and instability models. This approach gives
encouraging results and could be used as initial conditions
for spray preparation modeling.
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